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To hust, the first artist in my life.
Note to the reader
Another version of this writing was written and designed as an artist 
book. It was published in 2020 with HVM Verlag, Munich, Germany, as 
an edition of 521. 
For the sake of the guidlines a thesis paper has to follow, this version 
is layouted, formatted and illustrated differently. 
To see it in the form it is supposed to have, please visit: 
http://johannastrobel.com/portfolio/geometric-times-linguistic-spaces/
or get a copy at 
www.hvm-books.com/publications/geometric-times-linguistic-spaces
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PREFACE
I wrote the first draft of this piece on January 30th 2020. 
January 30th 2020 was also the day the WHO declared a global health emergency caused by 
Covid-19. I read about it in several newspapers and felt concerned but not personally affected. 
I thought this would be a very bad thing for a lot of people on the other side of the globe 
and I felt sad and worried for them. 
This project started out as time-based work about time and then just naturally developed 
into being about space, too. When I started working on it, I had a time frame – and a show 
opening date, May 14th. The initial accompanying writing was almost done when Covid-19 
officially reached New York City and we were all told to stay at home in Mid-March.1
It’s a weird collective and individual experience: everybody has to stay on their tiny islands in 
solitude. But it’s an experience we share with people all over the world.2 Social space is closed 
indefinitely and moved online3. We now spend our time remotely together in cyberspace. 
Personal space has changed. If you can’t avoid going out, you should keep a mandatory 
distance of 6 feet to every other person. Before, considering cultural differences, personal 
space used to be between 90 – 120 cm. While an invasion of one’s personal space was always 
perceived as uncomfortable but sometimes unavoidable, like in subway cars or elevators, it 
is now actually threatening and needs to be avoided at any cost. There are experts working 
on feasible concepts to prevent (unwanted and unauthorized) close contact in public spaces.
1  It’s been more than 5 weeks.
2  At least with those who have homes to be in and who can still travel to their homes.
3  Today I received an email with the subject: “This year, go to the art fairs in your pajamas!”
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While space is now subject to restrictions, time and therefore life as a chain of events is oddly 
suspended.4 People had to-do lists they would never finish, appointments to keep, and regular 
hours. Now we are grounded until further notice. People lost their jobs. Other people seem 
to spend their time alternating between working out at home and cooking and then posting 
it on cyberspace.5 The lucky ones work remotely. It’s boring. It’s scary. 
Viruses can be described as “organisms at the edge of life” 6. They are not real organisms 
because while they carry genetic material, they have no cell structure. To replicate they need 
host cells, which they invade7 and then force to produce identical copies of the virus itself. 
The analogy between viruses and malware used in computer science makes a lot of sense: 
information intrudes (cyber)space and damages the software of all connected networks. 
Our cells, the tiniest living spaces of the body, are infected by the virus. A virus itself is not 
really living, so it cannot really be killed, just shut out. Medication can shut out viruses from 
cells, but for now there is no medication to treat Covid-19, so the only way we can shut the 
virus out of our cells, is by shutting it out of our bodies. And as the virus is transmitted very 
easily we can only do this by shutting ourselves in at home. 
The body, which is mainly perceived in space or as occupying space, rather than being a 
physical space, becomes an (invaded) space.
4  Today, I think is March 77th, 2020.
5  But of course this is not true for everyone. It’s a matter of class. Not everyone can be in home office. Huge 
parts of the working class still have to work (either because they are essential workers or because they can’t 
afford not to work), many have to work without sufficient protection so that others can stay at home (while 
still having delivered whatever they desire). Many people will first lose their jobs and then lose their homes. 
Where will they stay?
6  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virus. last accessed 04/22/2020
7  It’s actually hard to write (and talk) about these things without using military jargon. Military jargon is widely 
common when speaking about illness and the “battling” of disease and eventually stigmatizes certain illnesses 
and ultimately those who are ill. (further reading on that in Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor.)
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And if people don’t obey social distancing, their bodies will work inside the ”communal body”8  
in the same way the virus functions in the cells.10 One cell infects the next cell until the body 
wins the fight and recovers or breaks down in the worst case. We can’t yet control this invasion 
of cells and we can’t fully protect our own bodies. 
But there is also a possibility for change, hope and solidarity11, because solidarity is what we 
have to practice now. I can’t really protect my space, my body, but I can protect yours. All 
of us can try to control the invasion of other spaces and bodies – by shutting the virus out 
of our bodies, or in – if we are already infected ourselves.
Contemporary time and space produced this crisis. It’s suggested that the virus traveled from 
bats to humans, maybe using an alternate host. If humankind wouldn’t have destroyed and 
intruded in bats’ living space, probably this wouldn’t have happened.12 If the world wasn’t so 
globalized and connected (and therefore small), the virus would never have spread so fast.14
And as there is no cure, no saving matter, all we can do is change our behavior in time 
and space. If everyone keeps their distance and stays in their space, we can slow down the 
8  The notion of society as a communal body (ruled by a head), a metaphor used since Aristotle, can be and 
was used to justify repression and authoritarian ordering.9
 9   Sontag, Susan. AIDS and its metaphors. p. 6
10  That’s an (admittedly a bit problematic or at least polemic) analogy between the spread on a cellular level 
to the spread between people, but you get my point.
11  Or not. Maybe the “communal body” will be divided into people at risk and immunes. Maybe the people at risk 
will be banned from social space and confined in their private spaces until there is a cure, while the immunes are 
allowed out in social space and life again. But the people at risk are not only the vulnerable groups, like elderly 
or immunocompromised people but the ones who are essential workers or people who simply can’t afford to stay 
home. And the “immunes” are not only the ones who are immune because they have antibodies but because 
they can afford to keep themselves safe or can pay for treatment. All this is incredibly depressing to think about.
12  All this leads back to exploitation – of nature, resources and people through capitalist production: Expansion 
of industry diminishes the habitat of animals. The shift of land use and the disruption of local ecosystems forces 
displaced forest-dwelling peoples to push further into the forest, while it is destroying their ecosystem-dependent 
forms of production and harvest. To survive these peoples are forced to illegal hunting, logging and narcotrafficing. 
Evolutionary epidemiologist and public health geographer Robert G. Wallace argues “every Ebola outbreak 
appears connected to capital-driven shifts in land use, including back to the first outbreak in Nzara, Sudan in 
1976, where a British-financed factory spun and wove local cotton.” 13
 13  Social contagion, Microbiological Class war in China. 
 http://chuangcn.org/2020/02/social-contagion/. last accessed on 07/26/2020
14 Susan Sontag wrote in 1989: “the AIDS crisis is evidence of a world in which nothing important is regional, local, 
limited; in which everything that can circulate does, and every problem is, or is destined to become, worldwide.” 15
 15  Sontag, Susan. AIDS and its metaphors. p. 93
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doubling time of infections. Only when this time reaches a certain length, we16 might be 
allowed outside again.
My project was already halfway finished, when everything closed and went on PAUSE17. I 
haven’t made a lot of alterations to it since then, and somehow I don’t want to, but of course 
I am wondering what the work will mean in such a radically altered context.
Right now it feels like the work, which is still in progress and won’t be shown for another couple 
of months,18 is already outdated before it even comes into existence. At the same time, the 
concepts the work employs are especially interesting reflected in the contemporary moment. 
How do we perceive personal space now? While everybody is at home in cyberspace and we 
can’t meet but there, we sometimes get a glimpse in former private spaces, in kitchens and 
bedrooms during Zoom or FaceTime meetings. In other circumstances we would maybe never 
have seen those, the meetings would have taken place in public space or at least work spaces.
How will we perceive social or individual space after social distancing and being trapped in 
our homes? Will we feel uncomfortable if someone walks by and accidentally slightly brushes 
our elbow19? 
How does our perception of time shift, now that we are stuck in open ended situations of 
solitude? And how will it feel to go back to having appointments, dates, regular hours? Will 
it be a relief or be stressful? Will we move more slowly?
16  or at least some of us
17  Policies Assure Uniform Safety for Everyone, an order that went into effect in New York on March 19th, 2020
18  if people can gather again for an opening at any time in 2020  
19   A body part that gained a lot of attention, now that we sneeze and cough in, and greet with it.
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This writing was meant to accompany and document an exhibition  but will now exist months 
before it.20 It forgoes an odd shift in time and space, maybe even matter. The writing talks 
about future works and a future show and is accompanied by virtually created images21 of 
this future show and future versions of work in progress. The ideas materialized on a screen: 
the paintings exist as psds, while the canvas is still rolled up; the exhibition can be visited in 
SketchUp, before the walls in the space are even built. The documentation precedes the event. 
Hopefully this preface will be outdated, before you read it.
20  I’m very lucky: my show wasn’t canceled or moved to cyberspace, but just postponed!
21  As due to the current situation all art and exhibitions seem to have moved to the digital space and I can’t 
physically access my own work due to the restrictions, I like the idea of the documentation of the work being 
digital illustrations of it.
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When A saw my work for the first time, she expressed her disappointment: “I thought 
your work would be more punk.” She asked almost aggressively where I, myself, was 
in the work, which she thought of as too “clean” and neutral, as not personal enough. 
I have been thinking about this a lot, because that was not the first time I had heard 
something like that. 
Maybe her question wasn’t actually about where “I” was, but about authenticity, in the 
sense it’s used in contemporary culture as a marker of being real and not conforming 
to a perceived norm.22 There certainly are people and subcultures that fit this definition 
of authentic with or without being overly self-expressive. But I guess, I’m rather really 
interested than really interesting and what I am interested in is rather speculation 
than expression. Maybe that’s another point. Maybe she was frustrated by the notion 
of opacity that does not derive from subjective agency but from the aporia that is a 
driving force for me and that translates despite – or better because of – the apparent 
neutral and “clean” consumer aesthetic my work employs – opacity that is not created 
by a denial of accessibility, but on the contrary by insisting on it, trying not to take on 
a perspective of an already known “truth”.
Anyway, I think the answer to her question in terms of where I was is pretty banal: I 
made the work. And – while I don’t want to reproduce or reflect it in an unquestioning 
way, and while these things constantly change, evolve and shift – my work is still rooted 
22  This understanding of authenticity seems to derive from lifestyle magazines and social media that exploit 
subcultures. I really don’t think that ripped jeans will make a person more authentic.
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in my experience of reality and my internalized assumptions about the world, formed 
by my cultural, social and historical upbringing. My experience and assumptions are of 
course specific and unique like everyone else’s, but anyway, it still seems like there are 
predetermined options of that. I don’t mean that in a conforming or negative way. Maybe 
it’s a bit like in an IKEA catalogue, where there is a furniture style to suit every taste 
or assumed need of a specific clientele, but everything is modular, can be combined and 
comes in different colors, so that the furnished apartment’s style is unique, while still 
made up from the available options.
This is a snapshot of the kitchen in the house I grew up:
I took this photo on October 6, 2013 at 5:24 pm, a few days before my family moved 
out of my childhood home to live in the next bigger city separately.
Figure 2
8
In the left corner on the wall hangs a crayon drawing I made as a young teenager. It 
shows an ant carrying a banana, an apple, a tangerine and a grape (neatly stocked, one 
after the other, from bottom to top). Next to it hangs an oil painting by my grandfather, 
which displays bell peppers in three colors and a ceramic mug. My grandfather was an 
accountant. In his leisure time he painted hundreds of oil and water color paintings. He 
signed all his paintings with “hust”. His favorite artist was William Turner. 
In the middle of the photo is a clock that pictures a sunset or sunrise over the ocean. 
Sitting drowsy at the table every morning, I constantly wondered about this strange 
image that just made sense with the actual time twice a day. I always wanted to know 
whether it was a sunset or sunrise.
Please remember this clock; it will come up again later. 
Below these things is a shelf and on it, barely visible in the photo, hidden beneath 
a yellow letter, is a green plastic pen holder shaped like a hedgehog. There are also 
coasters, a digital weather station, salt and pepper shakers, pens and a stack of post-its 
on the shelf. Next to the shelf is a blackboard that displays the telephone number of 
my apartment written by M – I lived in another city when this picture was taken. Also 
on the blackboard is a random collection of some of the weirder postcards my family 
received and a photo of family friends reenacting John’s and Yoko’s bed-in. In the right 
top corner of the blackboard is a card which, while it seems to be funny at first sight – 
displaying a cute green alien and being lettered in pink and all –, is actually a complaint 
letter that I received for parking (repeatedly and on purpose) in a spot on the street 
9
where the neighbor, a retired police man, didn’t want me to park (for no reason other 
than he didn’t like it) when I visited my family.23 
Below the blackboard is a ceramic cat-shaped sign with my name on it that I made in 
third grade. 
The kitchen table, an IKEA table model “Ingo”, was bought before I was born.
23  The letter reads: “Welcome to Earth. Because according to your parking style you have to come from the 
moon” and shows an illustration of an alien. That’s actually an example that can be used to explain what an 
opaque context is (for its relevance for modal logic see p. 47) 
The verb “thinks” in sentence (1) creates an opaque context. When “the person who parked on that spot” is 
replaced with an expression with the same assumed reference (“I”) The resulting sentence (3) does not have to 
have the same truth value as sentence (1), for example if the neighbor didn’t know I was the person parking 
on that spot. 
(1) The neighbor thinks the person who parked on that spot is an alien.  
(2) I am the person who parked on that spot. 
(3) The neighbor thinks I am an alien.
Figure 3
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TO OBJECT TO BEING AN OBJECT OF DESIRE
Authenticity is a desirable quality24 both for a person and an object of worth. It is constituted 
by a singularity in time and space and linked to an originating object: Only primary objects 
can convey meaning25 in a pure and definite way.26 This is lost in reproduction or copying, 
which, as Walter Benjamin states, shatters the object’s “aura”, exclusively intact and inherent 
in the singular and original object.27 Mass produced objects can be rescued from banality 
by personalizing or assigning them “sentimental value”, or a worthy distinction in a specific 
person’s universe.28
I worked hard for that hedgehog pen holder. When I was in second grade I had a teacher 
– he was already pretty old – who had found a very unique way to motivate his class. We 
didn’t get grades yet, but he introduced us to a currency system: For doing well in minor 
exercises students received a stamp in their exercise books. For successfully completing 
bigger assignments students received a card from a Happy Family game. Four stamps 
could be exchanged for one card. The teacher voided the exchanged stamps in the exercise 
books, so that they couldn’t be used multiple times. The cards itself were nice, they had 
fairy tale illustrations on them, but they were not meant to be collected. The teacher, 
his name was Mr. Will (!!) kept a locked drawer in his desk. In the drawer were treasures 
that we could “buy” paying with the cards. He had smaller items, like bouncy balls in 
24  as long as it is not too far in deviation from a “consensus norm”
25  Meaning is a term that means a bunch of things, which are by no means independent from each other and 
may overlap. The meaning of meaning is understood differently in different fields, and the ways in which the 
term is constructed and used varies. It’s a multidisciplinary used concept. Possible (partial) meanings of meaning 
include: signification, purpose, intention, understanding, sense, interpretation, reference, content, information, 
truth, connotation, usage, etc. Meaning is the information that person A (intends to) convey in communica-
tion to person B. Meaning is a relation between signs and the things these signs point to, express or signify. 
Meaning is not only produced by the relationship of signifier and signified but by their context, i.e. their position 
in relation to other signifiers. The question about the general meaning of life might lead to infinitive regress. 
(see recursion p 43)
26  Olalquieaga, Celeste. The Artificial Kingdom: A Treasury of The Kitsch Experience. p.16
27  Benjamin, Walter. The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
28  Olalquieaga, Celeste. The Artificial Kingdom: A Treasury of The Kitsch Experience. p. 17
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different sizes and stickers and more “expensive” things like fancy pens. All these items 
had graduated prices: two cards could buy a sticker, four cards the smallest bouncy ball. 
The most expensive and only unique item was the green hedgehog pen holder. It cost 
20 cards. I was a very good student, so it was an achievable goal, but it took a lot of 
determination for a seven-year-old not to give up and buy a handful of bouncy balls. My 
family really shared my excitement and supported me to stay the course. When I finally had 
enough cards to buy the hedgehog, my whole family was thrilled at breakfast on pay day. 
Things that are not unique or authentic, and lack originality or novelty are considered 
banal. The German word “Banalität” describes an empty phrase. Banal things without an 
(apparent) useful function or whose function is subordinate to their design29 are at high 
risk of being regarded as Kitsch, especially if they possess popular, as opposed to “high 
art”, aesthetics. Kitsch is the attempt to possess the experience of intensity and immediacy 
through an object. Obviously this can never be achieved, so in this sense Kitsch objects 
can be seen as failed commodities.30 They withdraw themselves from their supposed 
function  – to be an object of intrinsic worth – and are just hollow shells. In this sense 
kitsch objects contradict themselves. While being superficially desirable, these objects never 
fulfill their promise and object to being the objects of desire they are supposed to be. 
S still has the hedgehog on her kitchen table – they negotiated who would be the one 
to keep it when they moved to separate apartments. It is made of green plastic and you 
can see the production seams on it. Where its nose should be, is only a hole that has 
no apparent function. Actually a pencil sharpener would make sense here, but there is 
29  as opposed to ”form follows function” (Louis Sullivan)
30  Olalquieaga, Celeste. The Artificial Kingdom: A Treasury of The Kitsch Experience. p. 291
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none. Without the black eyes printed on it, you wouldn’t even know it’s supposed to 
be an animal. It can only hold a limited number of standard pens. Thicker or thinner 




Memories are like windows to the past, which can be remembered but not be relived. They are 
utterly subjective. Without the remembrance of past experiences, language, relationships, and 
identity could not exist or be formed. Even unconscious memories of past distressing events 
recur as repeating thoughts or re-lived experiences in dreams or repetitive action patterns.31 
Souvenirs32 represent events, as objectified memories. They originate from a sense of loss 
or have intrinsic value as symbols of past experience. As commodities (as opposed to found 
souvenirs) they have to be specific enough to point to a specific location, event or situation, 
but also unspecific enough so that every consumer can load them with their own memory. 
These personal memories give otherwise mundane objects sentimental and personal value 
and meaning. But souvenirs can also be created or crafted by the person, who wants to 
remember. They can be utterly idiosyncratic and only be understood by the producer. Without 
the consumer’s or producer’s subjectivity, these objects lack any inherent meaning.
The Hedgehog had a “secret” drawer on the bottom that was hard for me to open. For 
a while I kept a collection of tiny stones in it that I had found on a field day, when we 
had visited a cave.
31  repetition compulsion (Freud)
32  souvenir se – French for remember
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THE MEANS OF PRODUCTION OF THE PRODUCTION OF MEANING
How do objects, as things observed and perceived by subjects, achieve meaning, both general 
and personal?
The everyday experience of reality as being perfectly natural33 is just the result of one’s cultural, 
social and historical upbringing, which creates a specific perception of the world, life, self, 
and things. Everybody has their internalized assumptions about the subject, the object and 
the relations between them. 
Present time shows, the Internet complicates this further.34
The New Oxford American Dictionary defines a sign as “an object, quality, event, or entity whose 
presence or occurrence indicates the probable presence or occurrence of something else.” A sign 
has a relation to, stands for, or points to something other than itself. Thunder indicates a storm is 
coming, so does the storm icon on the weather app and wet and tousled hair is a sign that it has already 
arrived. Peirce describes three categories of signs: the index (wet hair  rain), the icon (the little 
image of a cloud and drops on the app  rain) and the symbol (   rain shower in meteorology). 
Saussure states that the (linguistic) sign is binary (signifier and signified), essentially arbitrary, 
differential and relational.
33  When I wrote this sentence first, it seemed like an obvious thing. Most of the time one 
doesn’t question one’s own perception of reality, because it’s natural in its subjectivity and imme-
diacy. But as you will read later on in the section about time, the duration of the present is about 
3 seconds. Practically overnight present time has significantly changed and we are stuck in place – at home all 
the time – due to Covid-19 quarantine. So now it makes one think about normality bias and the ostrich effect. 
I wonder what will be perfectly natural and normal in a few weeks or when you read this writing.
34  In its early years the Internet was seen by many of its idealistic pioneers as a source of information, knowl-
edge, education, (and truth), accessible to everyone. As it turned out, it also is a space of inequality of access, 
censorship, surveillance, conspiracy theories, self-exploitation, narcissism, terrorism and hate speech. Just think 
about all these crude conspiracy theories about coronavirus right now flourishing in WhatsApp and Telegram 
groups, on YouTube and on certain blogs and chats.
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Roland Barthes defines “the Neutral as that which outplays the paradigm35, or rather (…) 
everything that baffles paradigm.” 36 This means that as opposed to indifference or ignorance, 
neutrality doesn’t imply carelessness or equality, but can break open the binary of structuring 
and producing meaning.
Please imagine a neutral two-part suit now.
Probably you are picturing a dark blue or gray banker type suit.
That’s not a neutral suit. That’s a suit that represents hierarchy, class and gender. 
35  What I said above about reality being natural, normal and therefore foreseeable also applies to thinking about 
the paradigm in the contemporary moment.
36  Barthes, Roland. Das Neutrum. Suhrkamp Verlag, Frankfurt am Main. p.32
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The actually neutral suit might be an Adidas tracksuit. Leisure wear neutralized because its 
design doesn’t shift with age and often not with gender or body type, too. Adidas tracksuits 
are worn all over the world by all kinds of different people. Rappers, grandparents, school 
girls, recovering patients in hospitals, refugees, mafia bosses and even bankers. 
Everyone in my family, except for G who exclusively wears blue jeans or biker pants, 
changed into (Adidas) sweat pants first thing when coming home. When I remember us 
sitting at the kitchen table for Sunday dinner at least one family member would wear one.
Figure 5
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Neutrality is not an absolute concept. It is relative to the world one lives in. A sense of neutrality 
can be produced through ubiquity and conformity in monoculture and commerce. In capitalist 
society a neutral object might be a commodity that is accessible and worthwhile to almost 
everyone, so marketing and globalization can make any commodity seemingly neutral.37383940 
Other than banal things, which are per definition ordinary and trite, neutral things in this 
sense can still be highly desirable. 
People (including me and probably including you, too) are wearing normcore fashion, 
sitting in IKEA interiors watching the new Netflix show. My first NYC kitchen 
table was coincidently a wooden IKEA table, model “Ingo”, the same model my 
family bought for their kitchen before I was born.
37  There is a notion of Debord’s integrated spectacle here: Within the abundance of commodities the consumer 
seems to be empowered by their choice, while actually capitalism is just exploiting their dissatisfaction and 
pursuit of happiness through the spectacle and presents already taken decisions for passive admiration.38 Value 
is confused with visibility: ubiquitousness generates importance, normality and in the end perceived neutrality. 
Debord writes: “Thus by means of a ruse of commodity logic, what’s specific in the commodity wears itself out 
in the fight while the commodity-form moves towards its absolute realization.” 39
38  Debord, Guy. Comments on the Society of the Spectacle (February-April 1988). www.ubu.com/papers/
debord_comments.html. last accessed 08/16/2020 40 
39  Debord, Guy. Society of the Spectacle, Thesis 66, https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/debord/
society.htm. last accessed on 08/16/2020
40  I am very excited about the recursive nature of these footnotes (
37
 38, 39 
40)
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Ambiguity, the confusion about what is conveyed, when one sign has more than one meaning, 
is another method to disrupt the binary of structuring and producing meaning. While the 
neutral baffles the paradigm by not pointing to something specific and actually not producing 
meaning, the ambiguous points to more than one thing. Speaking in semiotic terms the neutral 
sign has a signifier but no signified, while the ambiguous sign has a signifier and two or more 
signifieds. This means while the neutral does not produce meaning and in that sense “baffles 
the paradigm”41, the ambiguous produces too much, various or even conflicting meaning. This 
can lead to confusing, confounding, paradox or impossible interpretations.
This clock produces confusion in various ways. As a clock it is a device trusted to display 
true information: the current time (though it can be off). The face of the clock shows a 
natural event in a stylized design: the sun over the ocean is pictured not naturalistically 
but diagrammatically. 
41  Barthes, Roland. Das Neutrum. Suhrkamp Verlag, Frankfurt am Main. p.32
Figure 6
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Diagrams are usually supposed to clarify and present known facts in an accessible visual way. 
The diagram itself is typically designed in the most neutral way possible, so that the design 
does not distract or confuse from the presented data. Diagrams do not tend to be subject 
to doubt (the data might, typically the visualization is not). Like a seductive or decorative 
aesthetic, or the appeal of a geometrical structure, or seemingly underlying mathematical 
formula, a diagrammatic image is like a card trick. While the uncanny describes familiar 
things or situations that are encountered in a strange or unsettling context, methods like 
truthiness42 or mathiness44 reverse this concept. Diagrams make sense, formulas are true, 
and narratives help to make the strange familiar.
42  “Truthiness is the belief or assertion that a particular statement is true based on the intuition or perceptions 
of some individual or individuals, without regard to evidence, logic, intellectual examination, or facts.” 43
 43  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truthiness. last accessed on 02/20/2020 
44  “Mathiness is a term coined by Paul Romer to label a specific misuse of mathematics in economic analyses. 
An author committed to the norms of science should use mathematical reasoning to clarify his analyses. By 
contrast, “mathiness” is not intended to clarify, but instead to mislead.” 45
 45  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathiness. last accessed on 02/20/2020
Figure 7
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But the information this diagrammatic image on the face of the clock presents in all its 
neutral design is not clear. The information displayed is not defined or not sufficient. 
As a child it was killing me that there is no way to know whether the clock displayed 
a sunset or sunrise. Just a moment of transition that never happened because it was a 
static print. While time progressed, the transitory moment was on pause46. The same 
goes for the pictured ocean, which lies seemingly calm and flat, without a storm.47 This 
static representation of a transition leads to an unresolved paradox.
Paradoxes and futility also can expand the range of interpretation, and Humor can help to 
shift perspective. Humor is perceived when two different frames of reference collide and one 
realizes the incongruity between a concept and the object associated with it. This unforeseen 
shift in perspective often leads to a more trivial view and causes an insight which produces 
unexpected connections. :-D 
There seem to be opposing forces at work: Signs that are very loaded and employ multiple 
meanings become floating or empty signifiers in the same way that neutral signs bear a 
disconnection between the signifier and a signified. These empty signifiers, while still being 
pictorial or actual objects, can mean different things to different people and may absorb any 
meaning. An empty signifier can work as a container to be filled with and transport external 
meaning.484950
46  This is actually a quite accurate description of how the contemporary moment due to Covid-19 feels to me.
47  Another note on subjective memories: I haven’t seen the clock (or a photo of it) until just after I had made 
the video and paintings. I was very surprised that it is actually so geometrical and reduced. I remembered an 
almost photorealistic sunset/sunrise. When I talked to S about it, she said she also remembers it being red, yellow 
and blue: S remembered a red sun disk on a blue sky over a yellow desert, not a yellow sky over a blue ocean.
48  Saussure describes the signifier and the signified as mutual dependent. Lacan however argues 
that the signified is produced by the (primary and “    pure”) signifier. He states that “every real signi-
fier is, as such, a signifier that signifies nothing.” “…therefore it (is) always capable of yielding 
various meanings.” Meaning is created by the place of the signifier in a signifying chain.49 
And he writes later: “The whole ambiguity of the sign derives from the fact that it represents something for 
someone….. a signifier is that which represents a subject for another signifier. The signifier, producing itself in 
the field of the Other, makes manifest the subject of its signification.” 50
 49  Lacan, Jacques, The Seminar Book III. pp. 185 and 190
 50  Lacan, Jacques. The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis. p. 207
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A very concrete object – to stay in the kitchen – let’s say a banana, can convey a 
multitude of abstract concepts. Depending on context it can stand for such disparate 
things as monoculture, pop art, phallus, joke, luxury, colonialism, etc. even for German 
reunification. Weirdly (in my reality, which is, as I said, just a result of my cultural, 
social, historical and in this case also territorial upbringing), bananas are more perceived 




Unbelievable amounts of data are collected and produced every day. Science of all kinds of 
different fields comes up with incredible amounts of numbers, facts and information – more 
accessible than ever. 
Information and ideas can be processed intuitively and rationally. Notions can be connected 
associatively or processed more intellectually. The combination of these methods may be 
poetic while at the same time neutral and matter-of-fact. 
Hopefully you are getting some of that from reading this piece.
What is fascinating is that this availability of facts and information doesn’t lead to greater 
consensus, but is used and connected to various other pieces of information to come to very 
different conclusions; so information isn’t necessarily the resolution of uncertainty, but just a 
certain way to interpret data in a specific context. 
Association and intuition are closely related to memory and personal experience and therefore 
individual meaning. Two persons can have totally different associations triggered by the same 
object or event.
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On the shelf next to the hedgehog sits a digital weather station that displays the 
humidity and temperature inside and outside, the time and date. It also shows a graphic 
of a male avatar. Every day the avatar is dressed according to the measured data: 
one day it would wear shorts, another day a scarf and coat. We were irritated by the 
gendered avatar and talked more than once about how stupid we thought it was. 
I can’t remember any family member ever dressing based on what the device displayed. 
The information it provided was acknowledged and then ignored; jackets were chosen 
to match outfits rather than the avatar’s proposed dressing.
Figure 8
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Information is not only more accessible than ever, it is also retrievable, interconnected and 
linked. 
Wikipedia names three general steps of research: 
“1. Pose a question. 2. Collect data to answer the question. 3. Present an answer to the 
question.” 51
and three reasons why it is important: 
“1. Research adds to our knowledge, 2. improves practice, and 3. informs policy debates.” 52
This is a very systematic and stringent view on research and implies some scientific method-
ology, techniques or rules. Scientific research uses systematic approaches, testing and analysis 
to explain or interpret. 
Hakan Topal describes art as a “hybrid modality for knowing the perceivable world and expanding 
its limits” 53. Art therefore cannot only broaden the methods and techniques of research in 
the above sense, but can engage with the subject of research in all possible ways (intuitive, 
affective, emotional, intellectual, subjective, through process, material and production etc.) 
and create new links, relations and connections54 between concepts, thoughts and things and 
hence produce new knowledge.
51  Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research. last accessed on 04/07/2020
52  Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research. last accessed on 04/07/2020
53  Topal, Hakan. Whose Terms? A Glossary for Social Practice: RESEARCH
54  I often start out with a web search and different definitions in dictionaries. Knowing what a thing is doesn’t 
mean it’s easy to define it. I do research both in English and in German because it’s interesting where the 
respective emphasis lies and not even the Wikipedia articles are always congruent. From these simple defini-
tions I create word clouds connected to different aspects of my subject – literal, associative, scientific, etc. 
Everything I find interesting I investigate further. Therefore I do not differentiate between “true” and “made-up” 
concepts: When I did research for the video about space, I was equally excited to read about special relativity 
and the Lorentz transformation, social architecture digitally in Web 2.0 and physically in the design of bars (as 
in cocktail bars) and psychological space (a term in Transpersonal Psychology, a school of psychology mostly 
ignored by scientific psychology) and to find links between them. In space the link I found is the existence of 
cats in all different kind of spaces. More on that later, see below.
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THING DOES
TO SUBJECT TO SUBJECTIVITY 
Certain neutrality in tone or the employment of banal objects and empty signifiers can open 
up a space. In The Value of Liveliness, Painting as an Index of Agency in the New Economy, 
Isabelle Graw argues that a negation of the artist’s “handwriting” will then be considered the 
artist’s handwriting.
Think for example of a Gerhard Richter squeegee painting.
“The painting seems to have painted itself.” 55 56
By erasing themselves from their work, agency shifts from the artist to the work itself and 
makes it appear more subject-like.
But – “All in all,”– Duchamp can be quoted, “the creative act is not performed by the artist 
alone; the spectator (…) adds [their] contribution to the creative act.” 57
In Inside the White Cube Brian O’Doherty asks and answers: “Who is this Spectator (…)? It 
has no face, is mostly a back. It stoops and peers, is slightly clumsy. Its attitude is inquiring, 
its puzzlement discreet.” 58 He differentiates between the “Spectator” and the “Eye”, which 
relates exclusively to formal visual means59, while the Spectator can’t do anything but conform 
55  Graw, Isabelle. The Value of Liveliness. Painting as an Index of Agency in the New Economy in Painting 
beyond Itself: The Medium in the Post-medium Condition. p. 96
56  This, obviously, makes us think about commodity fetishism yet again
57  Duchamp, Marcel, Session on the Creative Act, 1957, http://www.ubu.com/papers/duchamp_creative.
html. last accessed on 05/02/2020
58  O’Doherty, Brian. Inside the White Cube. p. 39
59  O’Doherty, Brian. Inside the White Cube. p. 9
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and accept the work – there is no relationship between the observer and the observed. 
And he goes on: “The Spectator seems a little dumb; he is not you or me.” 60 
But then: who is it? And if the Spectator is a little dumb and can only conform, while the 
Eye can only perceive, is art a pastime for the artist, an elitist bubble only intelligible by the 
you and me that is not the Spectator or is it l’art pour l’art after all? 
I don’t want to differentiate between you and me and the others. As a person and an 
artist I see myself very much part of the world that I come from and live in. Like most 
people I know, I live certain clichés and my desires are influenced by contemporary culture 
and of course, marketing. Sometimes I’m a little dumb.
While I look at certain structures very critically, I am a fellow consumer. I even own more 
than one Adidas tracksuit. I ate the majority of my meals at an IKEA “Ingo” table. In 
the same way that I cannot look upon time or space from outside of it, I cannot look 
upon my reality, “Western” capitalist culture, from the outside. Most of the time, I have 
more questions than answers. 
I don’t care if my spectator is sometimes a little dumb, but I think it’s worth it to treat 
them like they are smart and willing to push their own capacities. I’d rather want them 
to be a thinking subject than a seduced viewer. 
“Viewing is also an action that confirms or transforms [the] distribution of positions.” Rancière 
writes in The Emancipated Spectator. His spectator is quite active, “she observes, selects, 
compares, interprets” and “links what she sees to a host of other things that she has seen […] 
60  O’Doherty, Brian. Inside the White Cube. p. 39
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in other kind of spaces.” 61 Active spectators link the work to their own associations, experi-
ences, thoughts and dreams and by that transform the work for themselves.62
To achieve a resonance6364and echo in the viewer’s mind, which they can reflect on and fill 
with their own meaning, art does not have to be didactic (but it can be), it can also be idio-
syncratic and irritating and still resonate.
Didactic is often used as a synonym for being boring, erudite and overburdened. Before 
adopting this opinion, please think of Berthold Brecht.
The focus of the construction of meaning can move away from the creator, the artist, to 
the viewer, who then can be born, as a sibling of Barthes’ reader, ransomed by the death of 
the author.65
61  Rancière, Jacques, The Emancipated Spectator, p. 13
62  Rancière, Jacques, The Emancipated Spectator, p. 13.
63  In The Function and Field of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis Lacan writes: “…what is redundant 
as far as information is concerned is precisely what plays the part of resonance in speech. For the function of 
language in speech is not to inform but to evoke. What I seek in speech is a response from the other. What 
constitutes me as a subject is my question. In order to be recognized by the other, I proffer what was only in 
view of what will be. In order to find him, I call him by a name that he must assume or refuse in order to answer 
me. I identify myself in language, but only by losing myself in it as an object.” 64
 64  Lacan, Jacques. Ecrits. p. 247




More than any mundane content, repetition as in serial production (and the loss of the original) 
severs art from artistic subjectivity66 and embraces the everydayness of objects.67
Repetition and redundancy work in two opposing ways. Repeating something emphasizes its 
meaning and importance while at the same time repetition and redundancy can empty out 
every meaning and take away the importance. Emptied out of their initial meaning, blank 
signs can carry or create different meaning in a broader context. The specificity of objects 
and their repetitive serial ordering can produce tension between them.
Hidden on the photo behind the yellow letter is a plastic box that holds post-its, 
mainly used by my family for shopping lists and notes to each other, to be left 
on the table. I don’t know who was responsible for restocking when they ran out, 
but I was always disappointed when the restock bought was not multicolored. 
It was kind of exciting to see the top stripe slowly shrink and especially to use the last 
one of one color before the next color started in the striped stack. While the last one 
of one color was precious, the first of the new color was not.
66  here: possible individual influences, biases, understandings, beliefs, preferences or even tastes of the maker.





Thinking of repetition leads back to Walter Benjamin’s “aura”, to the originality, uniqueness 
and authenticity of an object and to commodities and production in capitalism. Through serial 
production and repetitive motions capitalist modes of production create alienation between 
a maker68 and “their” product. 
Being identical in size and shape, mass produced objects don’t have hierarchical relationships 
between each other; they just follow each other in serial progression, their only compositional 
order.69 Minimalism was attracted to repetition as a way of avoiding the inferences of relational 
composition. Donald Judd is famously quoted for just putting “one thing after the other”.70
While abstraction rescinds representation, repetition subverts it through undercutting its 
referential logic.71
But there is also the question of what is repeated and who repeats it. If art is reproduced and 
repeated by someone other than the artist themselves, it becomes a (more or less) worthless 
copy and commodity, it can even become Kitsch. Especially when the associations and feelings 
of the makers, original and imitator, are totally different, “nothing can be worse than art at 
second hand”.72
Vice versa a worthless object, if copied with artistic means can gain worth (one of the most 
famous examples are Andy Warhol’s Brillo Boxes). Borrowing images of mass-produced cultural 
objects and mechanical means of reproduction, Pop Art uses repetition among other things 
to “desymbolize the object” as Barthes puts it.73
68  Who is, according to Marx not only alienated from “their” product but from the production of it, their human 
nature, from themselves and others.
69  Krauss, Rosalind. Passages in Modern Sculpture. p. 250
70  Foster, Hal. The Return of the Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century. p. 62
71  Foster, Hal. The Return of the Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century. p. 63
72  Robert W. Eidis quoted in Olalquieaga, Celeste. The Artificial Kingdom: A Treasury of The Kitsch Experi-
ence. p. 40
73  Foster, Hal. The Return of the Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century. p. 128
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Still there is a notion of repetitive compulsion for example in Warhol’s prints of car accidents 
and electrical chairs, “because the more you look at the exact same thing, the more the 
meaning goes away and the better and emptier you feel”.74 Repetition is not only a way to 
avoid significance and to drain of meaning, but also of affect. 
But “repetition is fundamentally the insistence of speech” 75, Lacan can be quoted; repetition 
derives from a “missed opportunity”, an avoided encounter” 76 with the real, the unchange-
able truth that cannot be reduced to meaning, the impossible that resists symbolization and 
therefore resists integration into our natural reality. 
So maybe whatever Warhol was repeating, was what he was avoiding or working through. 
Maybe his repetition results not only in draining of affect but also in insisting on and creating it.
Repetition can produce alienation77 and familiarity at the same time.
The repetitive and detailed occupation with something well-known can lead to a sense 
of alienation from it. Please say a random word 20 times in a row now. now now now 
now now now now now now now now now now now now now now now now now.
The repetitive and detailed occupation with something weird, strange or even shocking, 
creates familiarity and takes away the strangeness. Think about how you got used to 
the disgusting zombies while watching TWD.
74  Andy Warhol quoted in Foster, Hal. The Return of the Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century. p. 131
75  Lacan, Jacques. The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis. p. 242
76  Lacan, Jacques. The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis. p. 128
77  I listened to a lecture by Paul Chan given to the Hunter College MFA students on April 29th, 2020. He said 
while the existing forms of value would collapse right now, art had the power to invent value and added “what 
you make remakes you.” He said whenever he made a work that he thought was especially successful, he would 
look at it and wonder “who made that?”
Who made that – I am wondering that a lot too – and I often feel oddly separated from my work. But maybe 
it is a quite natural feeling if thoughts leave the realm of language and ideas become objects. Or it is because 
of the intensive occupation with it while making a thing. Or maybe in my case it is also a question of taste? I 
feel very awkward about how my works turn out to look like a specific type of commodity, while at the same 
time it has to look that way for me.
You can read Paul's lecture here: https://4columns.org/chan-paul/letter-to-young-artists-during-a-global-pandemic
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Certain (indexical) techniques for example print and mold making can produce multiple 
copies without an existing original. A digital print is simultaneously a copy and an original the 
moment it is printed. Even a singular painting when drafted in Photoshop and painted after 
being projected on a canvas is rather a copy than an original. Repetition is of course inherent 
to all kinds of digital technologies. It’s an integral component of computer programming and 
data processing. Copying and pasting are probably the most important actions while working 
on a computer. Repetition is an imminent concept of all digital production.
Digital graphics or animations that are completely generated using computers may never leave 
the digital space, i.e. some kind of screen. In terms of those, the questions about original 
and copy cannot be answered, so the art market (and the software industry) came up with 
certificates of authenticity as a way to assign originality and distinguish the (assigned) original 
from (illegal) copies. Digital animations, gifs or videos produced in repetitive workflows mostly 
are played as loops, timely linear repetitions to keep us in the now. Maybe the loop even is 
the trademark of our times. 
My godsons are huge Ninjago fans. Ninjago is a computer animated martial arts adventure 
movie and LEGO toy line. Other than Star Wars, where the films preceded the merchandise 
or Transformers, where a TV series was produced to promote the toys, Ninjago is 
produced simultaneously as a movie and merchandise.78
Debord wrote in 1988: 
“The spectacle proves its arguments simply by going round in circles: by coming back to 
the start, by repetition, by constant reaffirmation in the only space left where anything 
can be publicly affirmed, and believed, precisely because that is the only thing to which 
everyone is witness.” 79
78  Mark Fisher wrote more on “the loop between advertising, fiction and commodity” in SF Capital (2001)
79  Debord, Guy. Comments on the Society of the Spectacle (February-April 1988). www.ubu.com/papers/
debord_comments.html. last accessed 08/16/2020
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SURFACE TO FACE
Screens, mirrors and also some paintings, function in similar ways. Behind a closed (smooth) 
surface lies a virtual space, opened up and closed off by the surface simultaneously. A two-di-
mensional surface opens up a three-dimensional space but the illusion of volume is contradicted 
by the reflection on the shiny surface. There is nowhere to be.
Foucault describes “the mirror as a placeless place”, a utopia, allowing one to see oneself 
where one is not, where one is absent, while at the same time the mirror is existing in reality.80 
Confined by their real frames, screens, paintings and mirrors are like windows to other times, 
worlds, illusions, and places. They enable us to be here and now and there and then at the 
same time. A flat surface displays volume and creates a thing that appears to have a surface 
and volume but has no weight. Reflections are temporally visual reproductions but can also 
shift perspective. 
When a mirror is being mirrored by a mirror, it reproduces itself. 
Since Euclid’s times, mathematicians and artists, both motivated by beauty, have spent 
hours over the golden ratio.81
Now please understand recursion, in order to understand recursion.
80  Foucault, Michel. Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias.
81  
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Mirrors can mirror objects and viewers at the same time and might even function in a self-re-
flective way for the viewer. 
Writing about mirrors, Lacan must be mentioned82. An infant at a certain age recognizes 
themselves visually in a mirror as “I”, as a whole, while the body itself can only be experienced 
as fragmented. The child identifies with their own image which leads to a self-alienation (this 
person in the mirror is me). Thus the child is introduced to the imaginary order and establishes 
the “Ego” as being fundamentally dependent upon relations to external objects and others: 
“The function of the mirror stage thus turns out, in my view, to be a particular case of 
the function of imagos83, which is to establish a relationship between an organism and 
its reality – or, as they say, between the Innenwelt and the Umwelt [the “inner world” and 
the “outer world”] ” 84
A viewer being mirrored in an artwork becomes part of it, or at least their reflection, their 
image does. 
But hopefully this does not only happen in a way of self-affirmation and reenforcement 
(of Lacan’s Ego) and therefore creates even more dependency but opens up the possi-
bility of introspection. 
What Paul Chan said about art-making (“what you make remakes you”, see above) can 
apply to experiencing art, too (at least in the best case): what you look at (does not 
reflect you but) looks back to you. That said – it doesn’t have to be an abyss that gazes 
back into you85, maybe it could also be a friendly cat.86 
82  And mentioning is all I can do, as I honestly have only limited knowledge here.
83  The image that the infant sees in the mirror and with which they identify.
84  Lacan, Jacques. Ecrits. p. 78
85  Nietzsche, Friedrich. Beyond Good and Evil - Aph. 146
86 “Probably not in capitalism”, says my friend J, “in capitalism friendly cats get cut open and killed!” 
– which, as you will learn later, is exactly what happened to Félicette in 1963.
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PROMOTIVE MOTIFS
While subject matter points to references outside of an artwork, motifs are elements that are 
part of a bigger system. They can be repeated as patterns and occur in more than one work.
Motifs can have symbolic significance and can be pictorial as well as abstract. This means 
a representation of an object can be the subject matter of one work, while the same object 
can be a motif in another work. 
Figure 10
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As a kid I always found the bell pepper painting by my grandfather very uncanny. The 
colors were so dark and I suspected that the painting wasn’t about the bell peppers at 
all, but I could never find out what it was, that it was about. Sometimes I thought it 
was about the mug in the background. The mug itself had a motif on it, a floral pattern. 
From the way it was painted I couldn’t determine if the mug was empty or not, I couldn’t 
see the inside. But if it was empty why was it there with the bell peppers? What could 
be in a mug that is needed with bell peppers? Why paint an empty mug? The whole still 
life always felt unintelligible and creepy to me, while I admired my grandfather’s level of 
painting skills very much. Probably he was influenced by Dutch vanitas still lifes. But I 
didn’t know about those then.
Motifs can be arbitrary and thought of as place holders. They can be structural, stylistic or 
illustrative and serve conceptual purposes. Through repetition, motifs can be used to produce 
other aspects of meaning in a bigger context. 
Within their system, interchangeable or replaceable motifs, empty symbols, function like 
modules. Breaking it down to its individual components, modularity simplifies a system and 
makes it more flexible and accessible unlike, for example, a puzzle in which each component has 
only one possible place in a monolithic system. In order to make sense or to assign a plausible 
meaning, a module without a predetermined meaning must be interpreted within its system.
Objects are not only defined by their state and attributes but by their relations to other 
objects (and subjects). So objects, like words can have syntax. Playing with objects-as-words 
and using them out of their conventional structures can exploit multiple meanings, reinforce 
or reverse meaning, often with an unexpected or humorous outcome. 
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LOGIC LOOPS
Another way to structure interrelated elements and to organize them in creating a system 
is Logic. Logic is a method to solve a problem through following linear thoughts according 
to strict principles of validity. Now, one might conclude, that this necessarily means that the 
conclusion is true, or in conclusion that the starting point was. But in these terms validity 
just means that if the premises were true, they would guarantee the truth of the conclusion. 
But logic is not logic. Many-valued-logic rejects bivalence; in digital logic, often three-
valued logic is used which has the truth values “true”, “false” and “don’t care”.
Non-monotonic logic allows changing the conclusion based on further evidence. So 
if you learn something new, you can change your mind. Unfortunately, it seems like 
monotonic logic is still not overcome (having no proof and demanding proof of the 
opposite, believing in the easiest explanation, ignorance in general, holding on to old 
beliefs despite new knowledge,…). 
In modal logic truth values are assigned relative to possible worlds and might depend 
on the truth values of other propositions in other possible worlds. (In terms of classical 
modal logic the situation you are in is referred to as the actual world.) Modal logic is not 
only about true and false but about possible and necessary. So something is possible if 
it is true in one possible world, and it is necessary if it’s true in all possible worlds, i.e. it 
is not possibly false. If it is neither necessarily true nor necessarily false it is contingent, 
and it is impossible if it is possibly false and necessarily false. 
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Life is way fuzzier 87. Generally, much time is spent (creating and) solving problems, 
coming to conclusions and making decisions. In doing so, one hopes to understand the 
world, life and things and change them in one’s favor. But all this is accompanied by all 
kind of unknown variables, uncertainty, cultural bias and hearsay. Situations are complex, 
one may not know what exactly one wants and unknown things like future events may 
be important.
So what can be said about true conclusions at all? If you find a good reason, maybe 
still if A is true, B feels false and C seems unarguably to be the better choice, even 
knowing that it’s false.
But honestly, think about it, what you think about it.
87  Other than Boolean logic, which just operates with truth values of true or false, 1 or 0, Fuzzy logic employs 
the concept of partial truth with values between 1 and 0. According to fuzzy logic, which was introduced to be 
a model closer to human decision making, things can be completely true (1) or completely false (0) but also 
somewhere in between – maybe kind of true or rather true than false, or partially false.
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TO FIND A HAPPY MEDIUM
It seems like a quite modernist thought, that a successful artwork fulfills the promise contained 
in the medium that was used to bring the artwork into existence.88 A specific idea might ask 
for a specific medium. A specific idea might question a specific medium. But contemporary 
practice is rather defined and organized by cultural, individual, (and production-related) concerns 
for which every medium can be used, than around a specific medium.89 Can a practice that 
prioritizes a thought process be focused on materiality? Maybe even the question of medium 
specificity itself is modernist and it makes more sense to think about form. 
Form and content determine each other. A change of form can alter the content and vice 
versa. The same idea can find its realization in many different forms and therefore emphasize 
different aspects of it.
A conceptual dynamic can determine a specific form but also rule out any determination 
through a medium. Objects can hold ideas without evolving from work that is process based. 
Making objects is a materialization of ideas. But ideas, as understandings, memories, thoughts 
or pictures in one’s mind can of course also find their materialization in any other form (music, 
dance, performance, speech, text, data in general, etc. that’s probably an endless list). And 
in a way of course ideas are material themselves, too.
Remember the clock in the kitchen? Remember the ceramic cat-shaped Johanna sign? 
If not, you might want to scroll back and look at it again before we come to the second 
part of the piece, the part with the works of this project.
88  Greenberg, Clement. Modernist Painting
89  Krauss, Rosalind. Sculpture in the Expanded Field, October, Vol. 8. (Spring, 1979) pp. 30-44
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The project, preceded by the documentation of itself, will be an installation displaying a new 
body of work around the concepts time and space. Based on broad and associative research90 
91 around time and space in philosophy, physics, mathematics, psychology, sociology, art, pop 
culture and conspiracy theories, I produced two digitally animated video essays, each 8:41 
min long, which will be the center pieces of my installation. 
The videos will be projected on either side of a free standing screen. The audio was meant 
to be played on wireless headphones, but since we are in the middle of a global pandemic, 
sharing headphones does not seem like a good idea. So it will now be accessible via a QR 
code which the visitors can scan in order to listen to the audio (which will be live streamed 
so it is in sync with the respective video) on their personal phones. For each video, I will built 
a specific seating environment referring to the pictorial imagery92.
90  I enjoy free flowing, rhizomatic collecting of information, reading and contemplation and find almost everything 
that I engage with to be interesting. Generally speaking I’m especially interested in objects and structures of 
our shared reality and culture, in unwieldy concepts like language, time perception, space, memory and feelings 
associated with it, as well as in the construction of subjectivity, objecthood and their everyday perception and 
precipitation in mundane life. I am fascinated by the human urge to find meaning and the attempt to create it 
and how the complex consumer world intervenes into those spheres. 
91  While working on this text I obviously read the books and essays in the bibliography and a few more that 
I didn’t quote or that didn’t directly relate, but along the way I looked into probably 50 other more or less 
random things because they came up in footnotes or Wikipedia articles relating to things I looked up. Things I 
“accidentally” read about include the Crystal Palace, Dinosaurs, Ed Gein, the decline of the Bildungsbürgertum 
(academic middle class), the Poincaré conjecture, sourdough, personhood and non-human animals, the Montignac 
diet, Dutch Genre Painting, the Flat Earth Society and the death of Marilyn Monroe amongst many other really 
interesting things.
92  I do not depict real spaces or possible architectures in which narrative situations take place; my work opens 
up a linguistic space rather than a spatial one. I develop abstract scenes that are both axiomatic and enigmatic, 
and in which different forms and figurative elements meet. The respective pictorial or actual space is a system 
in which these interchangeable and replaceable elements can be combined into different chains of meaning.
Figure 11
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The time video mainly displays an animated sunrise/sunset over the ocean with a red sun disk 
and a red clock that spins, psychedelically changes shape, merges and divides. The seating 
environment will cite the red disk of the clock and the sun. Viewers will be seated on round 
red cylinders mounted to rotating disks, so that they can spin while watching. 
On the other side of the screen viewers will sit on small wooden cabinets with doors. The 
imagery of the video mostly depicts opening doors, cubes and the milky way, so the viewers 
sit on top of tiny spaces with open and closed doors, referencing the motifs of the video. 
The videos will be accompanied by several other works in different media93, picking up concep-
tual and pictorial elements94 of the videos and which will be installed on the wall or displayed 
on the seating environment, which also functions as pedestals.
93  I process my ideas in different ways and a variety of materials, so one starting point can lead to multiple 
outcomes and works in different forms, which share ideas, aesthetics, or pictorial elements. I create multiple 
points of access through humor, consumer and seductive aesthetics, personal memories and piquing the viewer’s 
intellectual curiosity. Often my work has self- referential elements, but more in a repetitive or recursive than a 
self-contained manner.
94  I draw my recurring motifs from a pool of everyday objects, like clocks, mirrors, tennis balls, or doors. Mostly 






video, 8:41 min, 16:9, Full HD, 2019
In this video loop a voice with neutral tone, speaking English with a German accent, explores 
individual and cultural perceptions of time while a digitally animated clock spins, merges, 
divides, psychedelically changes shape, and becomes a sunset/sunrise over the ocean resem-





Videoscript of TIME IS
(November 2019)
We create time rather than experience it passively. Our time is a progressive succession of 
seconds, minutes, hours and days that we fill with life and tasks as efficiently as possible.
This video’s duration is 8 minutes and 41 seconds. The perceived temporal length may 
shorten with greater engagement or motivation.
Time estimation is a low level process. Rats with their cortex removed could still success-
fully estimate short time intervals.
We cannot directly perceive time; it is reconstructed by our brain. Time is moving fast, so we have 
to move fast with it to keep up. Keeping time is crucial in order not to miss out on the immediate present. 
The period of time, which we think of as the present, was measured. 
The duration of the present is about 3 seconds. 
This is the only time when time is real for our consciousness. 
It is the only existing time, because we only exist in the present. We can only observe time 
while we are moving through it ourselves. While we pass through it, it passes, keeping us 
in the moment forever.
Time, as a medium that allows perceptions, is an object of our perception. When we hold 
absolutely still to observe it, we can hear it as a faint ringing in our ear. But all eternity 
is still.
Like water connects the seven seas, time connects us with our contemporaries. The time 
that is moving through us comes from behind and flows into the back of our heads. We 
can see, know and learn from the past that lies outstretched before us, while the future, 
unknown and unpredictable comes from behind and catches us by surprise. 
We are moving through time. The future lies before us; the past is what we’ve left behind. 
Moving forward on a line, the day after tomorrow follows the day we have before us, which 
comes after today which then will be the day before. While the future is not yet present, 
the past is not present anymore.
Time is fleeting. The perception of time and space undergoes distortions during rapid 
saccadic eye movements. When looking at a clock, the first second appears longer than 
the following.
The present does not only describe time but also our being present at a specific place at 
this time, while past and future have no places.We perceive space and time as two different 
things because time implies causality. Time consciousness is a state of consciousness in 
which the world and one’s own life are experienced in a temporally abstract framework. 
Without it there is no identity because there cannot be memory or aspiration.
The perception of time is temporarily suspended during sleep. While we rarely make new 
memories during sleep, dreams are believed to program us with recurring patterns to 
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maintain our individuality. In this sense not only day follows night but the construction 
of our individuality is cycloidal.
In a world without memory there can be no past or future. If time is just a mental construct 
for humans to understand their existence, everybody structures their own universe to dream 
themselves into existence in it. Or do we dream to forget? 
All knowledge that is humanly accessible to us is sensual, i.e. temporal knowledge. Without 
memory there still could be before or after, if time is what structures the universe.
The linearity of time is determined by the individual that is born, lives and dies on a 
timeline. While time is ultimately considered infinite, for us it is limited. We are at higher 
risk to die, the longer the timeline becomes. So, is contemplation about time ultimately 
contemplation about death?
The ability to speak is a basic function of human consciousness. It allows for environmental 
orientation and is crucial for the understanding of time. Time relates to our language as a 
term used to speak about language, it does not define a concrete or abstract object.
There is no separation between experience and time for a child. Children develop their 
first sense of time as they start to learn to speak. 
If person 1 spends time with person 2, who speaks and walks incredibly slowly, person 
1’s internal clock may slow down. This is especially true in the company of small children 
and the elderly.
People suffering from Dementia with Lewy bodies have reported having visual and auditory 
hallucinations, while at the same time experiencing the present. Past memories overlap 
the perception of the moment, as if the person were in two different spaces and times 
simultaneously. While the illness progresses, past memories supersede present experience 
up to the point that the person no longer engages with the present. At an advanced stage 
they lose their ability to speak.
Studies found that depression may increase one’s ability to perceive time accurately while 
non-depressed subjects overestimated the passing of time.
Apparently, the continued process of our existence is in permanent succession. In its 
unidirectionality it is irreversible and cumulative. Things fall apart. We can never reach 
absolute zero.
Individual perception of time speeds up as body temperature rises and slows down as body 
temperature lowers. This is especially true during stressful events. Body temperature rises 
when blood circulates faster through the body. This can be measured by ml/heartbeat. At 
a normal heart rate, our heart beats at least every second.
Circulation of time would mean bending the timeline. Before, or better, behind the past 
hides the forgotten. The present follows the past, leading to the future that fades into the 
unforeseen. To close the circle we introduce the absent, which lies as an antagonist of the 
present between the forgotten and the unforeseen. If the past, the present and the future 
are considered directions of time as if on a compass or pictured dimensionally, the absent 
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would be its fourth direction or dimension. The absent is beyond the inferences of the past, 
the speculation of the future, and past the experience of the present.
 
If time is circular and the absent is a fourth dimension, death might not be the end of our 
individual timeline but just another mark on it. 
Before all time, sea squirts already existed on the planet. They float through the ocean 
but become sessile during their development. 
They attach themselves to rocks and will never move again. After becoming sessile, they 
digest their own brain and live a vegetative life from then on. While their offspring is of 
animal nature, they reproduce as a vegetative life form.
For us, there is no idle mode.
In highly populated areas, people move at significantly faster tempo. Even small children 
walk faster. Time is limited in supply. Paradoxically, the older we get, the more future-ori-
ented our thinking becomes, while at the same time our future lessens. 
We risk dying if we slow down and wait, so we’re buying time and saving it; we spend it 
purposefully and don’t waste it. The time of high status individuals is perceived as espe-
cially valuable, they control their own time, as well as the time of their subordinates.
Different human cultures have different time perspectives. This is important to know in 
global capitalism as it influences global communication. 
Improving prospects for success in the global community requires understanding cultural 
differences, traditions and communication styles.
What if I don’t receive my item in time?
Perceived temporal length of a given task may stretch when broken up or interrupted.
Strange stimuli are always perceived longer then familiar shapes.





pas un poisson 
acrylic mirror, plastics, clockwork (backwards), electric motor, hardware, 10 x 10 x 2.5 in., 2020 
This clock has a second hand that ticks backwards. The face of the clock has an image of a 
dolphin on it, which also appears in the video. While dolphins, of course, are no fish, it loosely 
references Duchamp’s Roto Relief “Poisson Japonais” (also in the title). 
The whole clock is connected to a motor so that it rotates twice per minute in clockwise 
direction. In this way, while still ticking counterclockwise the second hand describes a minute 




My heart is not a clock
acrylic mirror, plastics, clockworks (forward and backward), spray paint, fabric, hardware, size 
variable (10 x 10 x 6 in.), 2019
“My heart is not a clock” is a double-sided clock with two mirrored faces. While the hands 
on the one side move smoothly and continuously clockwise, the hands on the other side tick 
backwards so that not only the viewer is mirrored in the clock, but the clock, so to speak, 




24 paintings, oil on canvas, each 8 in. in diameter, 2019
During 12/8/2019, noon – 12/9/2019, noon I painted 24 more or less identical paintings 
after my memory of the wall clock over my family’s kitchen table, which showed an illustrative 
sunrise or sunset over the ocean.
I started a new painting, displaying the starting time, every full hour and then stopped when 
I had to start the new one. Interestingly, while I had a slight learning curve during the first 
five paintings, the other paintings are very consistent, even though I was pretty tired after 




video, 8:47 min, 16:9, Full HD, 2020
Like the other video piece, this video also has a voiceover spoken in English with a German 
accent in a neutral tone. The video explores different concepts of space by employing cats as 





Videoscript of SPACE IS 
(February 2020)
This is a virtual space. Objects may seem three-dimensional but everything you see is 
fake 3D. This screen uses sRGB color space, like most screens do. Virtual space is part of 
a bigger structure referred to as cyberspace. 
Welcome.
Just like time, space cannot directly be perceived and even more so cyberspace, a widespread, 
interconnected digital technology, defined rather by the social interactions involved, than 
by its technical implementation.
Space is the place where all is potential. Space embraces the whole universe, actual and 
possible. Perceived spaces are Euclidean, have 3 dimensions and we share them with 
cats. Look for example at cyberspace: In 2015 there were estimated around 6.5 billion cat 
pictures on the Internet. This is a number ten times as large as the estimated number of 
actual cats existing in the world. 
However, a study has shown that looking at cute non-adult cats can increase human 
productivity and leads to a more careful performance of actions. Looking at cat photos 
has an overall positive psychological effect.
Psychological states are often described using spatial references. We are down, high, uplifted, 
attracted, on top of things, open or closed. This suggests some kind of intimate connection 
between mind and space. But the real question is if space (and time) exist independently 
of the mind and furthermore independently of one another. Being a fundamental quality 
in physics, space cannot be defined via other fundamental qualities like time and mass. 
Nothing more fundamental is known at the present.
Time implies causality, space does not. Social space though might.
As bodies in space we mainly use relative directions or egocentric coordinates. These 
coordinates form three orthogonal axes, left – right, forwards – backwards and up – down. 
While the body is the direct reference for two of these axes, earth is the reference for the 
third. Forward is the direction your nose points to. If you curl up on the floor, put your 
head between your knees and close your eyes – where is right, left, forwards and backwards 
then? The only absolute axis is up and down. Down is defined as the direction an object 
moves to in reference to the earth when the object is dropped.
But also this just makes sense locally as obviously looking at it from a wider viewpoint we 
are on a sphere and everything falls towards the center, so something that is dropped 90° 
south of you falls to the left from your position. While most human cultures use relational 
references, there are cultures having no words for egocentric directions. 
The last place I have seen your keys was on the western table in the southern room.
Interestingly while in “Western Society” one would not refer to a western table, it is absolutely 
common to refer to western windows. In geographical context egocentric coordinates don’t 
make a lot of sense. Neither do terms like “Western society”, which can just be understood 
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from a Eurocentric, imperialist perspective. Beijing as a city in the “Far East” is actually 
west of New York, which is part of the “Western World”. As we are on a sphere it is of 
course also east of New York, but going that way is longer.
These cardinal coordinates are defined by the magnetic field of the earth. Land as geographical 
space can have a relation to ownership. There are different ideas about that. In some cultures 
land is communal, in some private and owned by individuals and some reject the idea of 
ownership of land – in fact these cultures think that it’s not the land that is owned by the 
humans, but the humans that are owned by the land. 
Unlike cats, we don’t get chipped yet. Still our location on earth can be permanently 
determined by our phones, the GPS devices we carry in our pockets. Cats can’t access the 
GPS coordinates of their chips, but have a strong instinct about where they are relative 
to the location of their homes. We on the other hand, often know our location, without 
knowing where it is, where we are going and how we got there in the first place. 
In nature cats own rather big territories compared to what space is accessible to house 
cats inside apartments, spaces that urban humans rent or own. While cats are animals 
that domesticated themselves, they might not have done it, knowing that they would be 
stuck in tiny spaces in the future. On average one out of 6 New Yorkers owns a cat, the 
average living space of this New Yorker, and therefore the cat is 531 square feet. In nature 
a cat roams an area with an 820 feet radius. That would mean a single cat needed access 
to 4007 New York apartments to make up for that space.
Especially in New York, and not only for cats, personal space requirements cannot always 
be met, particularly in spaces that are moving between places like elevators, airplanes and 
public transportation in general. This is widely accepted though it can be psychologically 
disturbing as spatial behavior is part of nonverbal communication between people. If you 
feel uncomfortable, please avoid eye contact to others. There are unwritten laws about 
personal space and its invasion. A person’s personal space is carried with them everywhere 
they go. It is the most inviolate form of territory.
Personal space varies by gender and age. Males typically use more personal space, as do 
higher status persons and older people. It also varies due to cultural differences between 
around 1.20 m and 90 cm.
The world is speeding up and spreading out. So time-space compression is more prevalent 
than ever as globalization takes place. In terms of globalization as the creation of a worldwide 
social space, differences in territorial behavior need to be considered. There is training on 
that for businesspeople.
Germans are famous for reserving personal space, especially when on vacation by marking 
their territory deck chair with their towel first thing in the morning. 
There is continuous disagreement not only about this way of reserving a space at the pool 
but also over whether space is itself an entity that can be reserved, a relationship between 
entities as the chair and the pool, or if space is just part of a conceptual framework in 
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our minds, like vacation. Another constant irritation is that people don’t even agree on a 
standard system of measurement of space. While time is measured in seconds, minutes and 
hours, there are different spatial measurements like the metric and the imperial system, 
which make things really confusing.
If space is just a concept we use to structure our experience, it is neither substance nor 
relation but imposed by us. If space just exists in our minds, can objects outside of the 
mind exist, without the absolute existence of time and space?
Three-dimensional Euclidean space is the simplest possible abstraction of the observation 
that one only needs three numbers, to describe the sizes and locations of objects in the 
everyday world. 
The volume of a rectangular box is found by measuring its length, width, and height (often 
labeled x, y, and z).
The most famous cat to be found in a box belongs to Erwin Schrödinger, who had to live 
an uncertain life in close proximity to poison and radioactivity never knowing, if it was 
alive or dead, or whether or in what way the box or space itself existed and how to test 
and prove any of that. 
Anyway, experimental tests of general relativity have confirmed that non-Euclidean 
geometries provide a better model for the shape of space, i.e. the universe. 
The observable universe can be imagined as an extending sphere from any observation 
point. It goes farther back in time and is more redshifted the farther into space one 
looks. We cannot look back until the big bang, just to the cosmic microwave background, 
anything past that is opaque. Cats have been to outer space before humans, though just 
one cat, Félicette came back alive. However, she was killed shortly after her return so 
that scientists could examine her brain, maybe to see if space just existed in her mind. 
Nothing exciting was found. But that wasn’t even enough. Rumor spread that Félicette 
was not female after all, but a male cat named Félix or that she was just a replacement for 
a male cat, who split before takeoff. Even on some commemorative stamps Félicette was 
pictured under the name Félix. Justice wasn’t served before January 2020 when a 5 foot 
tall bronze statue of Félicette perched on top of planet earth was unveiled. Of course also 
this bronze cat shares a space with a human, namely a room with a bust of Yuri Gagarin, 





Please take up space 
MDF, acrylic glass, acrylic mirrors ceramics, oil on canvas, hardware, 5 parts, each 18 x 12 
x 12 in., 2020
“Please take up space” is more a seating environment and display than an actual artwork. It 
consists of five white MDF cabinets with white pillows on them. Each cabinet has a handmade 
ceramic knob, a tiny tennis ball. One of the cabinets has two built in clockworks (UTC -04:00 
and UTC +02:00) and serves as a pedestal to display the ceramic sculpture “Thank you for 
your participation in my success (Félicette)”, the other four are meant as seats for viewers 
of the video. While they are identical in size their interiors are different:
 - one cabinet displays a 17 x 11 inch oil painting of a optical illusion of a door  
 behind acrylic glass
 - the interior of another cabinet is lined with acrylic mirrors to create a recursive  
 mirroring of the inside
 - two cabinets just have closed doors and leave us guessing if the possible cat inside  





Thank you for your participation in my success (Félicette)
glazed ceramics, 23 x 9 x 9 in., 2020
Félicette was the name of the first cat that was sent to space by French scientists in 1963. 
She was a stray and is the only cat that came back from space alive. After her return, several 
tests were conducted before she was killed so that her brain could be examined. Apparently 
nothing world-shaking was found. After her success and death, she was remembered as Félix, 
the (male) cat in space. Even commemorative stamps of “Félix” were printed. It took decades 





medium plastic pet door, acrylic mirror, 15 x 9 x 1 in., 2020
In the gallery, my installation will be located close to the wheelchair elevator. Of course, acces-
sibility should always and everywhere be the standard. Still, this specific elevator looks misplaced 
in the gallery because of its standardized hospital-like design. It has a white medium-height door. 
Close to this door I will install a pet door for medium-sized pets with a mirror behind it on 
the wall. It resembles as an appliance the wheelchair elevator door, so it will not be noticed at 
first sight. The mirror creates the illusion of an actual pet sized passage into another space, 
only accessible for medium sized pets, like cats. 
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POSTFACE
S commented on an earlier pdf version of this: “Maybe you could write an afterword ;)”. She 
has a point. It would be nice; I could circle back to the beginning, wrap it up in a preface and 
postface – you may have noticed that I like symmetrical things.
But unfortunately it’s too early for it. I’m still in between times and places. 
I started to work on this as a book, after it had become clear that the exhibition I 
was working on, was not about to happen in a closer future. I wrote the preface while 
I was spending 2 weeks in self-quarantine, because I had traveled from New York to 
Germany. Today, as I am writing this postface, is the last day of another self-quarantine. 
I traveled from Germany to New York 2 weeks ago. 
Tomorrow is the first day I will be going to my studio again. It has been exactly 21 weeks 
since I last worked there before it was closed.
But this crisis is not over. So in this postface there’s no closure to bring, no loose ends to 
tie up, no conclusions to draw. 
In case this book ever gets reissued, I’ll write a proper afterword.
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APPENDIX
IMAGE LIST FOR THESIS SHOW IMAGES 
Hunter College MFA Thesis Show, Part II, Thresholds, 
Olivia DiVecchia, Adam Shaw, Johanna Strobel, Maya Yadid
October 17–31st, 2020, 205 Hudson Gallery, 205 Hudson Street, New York
Image 1:  Installation view: Hunter College MFA Thesis Show, Part II,  68
  Thresholds, Fall 2020
 
Image 2:  Installation view: Hunter College MFA Thesis Show, Part II,  69
  Thresholds, Fall 2020
Image 3:  Installation view: Hunter College MFA Thesis Show, Part II,  70
  Thresholds, Fall 2020
Image 4:  pas un poisson   71
  acrylic mirror, plastics, clockwork (backwards), electric motor,    
  hardware, 10 x 10 x 2.5 in., 2020 
Image 5:  My heart is not a clock       72
  acrylic mirror, plastics, clockworks (forward and backward), spray  
  paint, fabric, hardware, size variable (10 x 10 x 6 in.), 2019
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Image 6:  noon – noon  73
  24 paintings, painted within 24 hours, oil on canvas, 
  each 8 in. in diameter, 2019
Image 7 :  Please take up space  74
  MDF, acrylic glass, acrylic mirrors ceramics, LEDs, oil on canvas, 
  hardware, 5 parts, each 18 x 12 x 12 in., 2020
Image 8:  Detail of Please take up space  75
  MDF, acrylic glass, ceramics, oil on canvas, hardware, 
  18 x 12 x 12 in., 2020
Image 9:  Detail of Please take up space  76
  MDF, acrylic glass, acrylic mirror, ceramics, LEDs, hardware, 
  18 x 12 x 12 in., 2020
Image 10:  Thank you for your participation in my success (Félicette) 77
  glazed ceramics, 23 x 9 x 9 in., 2020
Image 11: perfect pet  78
  medium plastic pet door, acrylic mirror, 15 x 9 x 1 in., 2020
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